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A B S T R A C T   

Observed regional variation in geotagged social media text is often attributed to dialects, where features in 
language are assumed to exhibit region-specific properties. While dialects are seen as a key component in 
defining the identity of regions, there are a multitude of other geographic properties that may be captured within 
natural language text. In our work, we consider locational mentions that are directly embedded within comments 
on the social media website Reddit, providing a range of associated semantic information, and enabling deeper 
representations between locations to be captured. Using a large corpus of geoparsed Reddit comments from UK- 
related local discussion subreddits, we first extract embedded semantic information using a large language 
model, aggregated into local authority districts, representing the semantic footprint of these regions. These 
footprints broadly exhibit spatial autocorrelation, with clusters that conform with the national borders of Wales 
and Scotland. London, Wales, and Scotland also demonstrate notably different semantic footprints compared 
with the rest of Great Britain.   

1. Introduction 

The prevalence of social media data for use in geographic research 
has generated a renewed interest in the concept of ‘place’ (Purves, 
Winter, & Kuhn, 2019; Wagner, Zipf, & Westerholt, 2020; Westerholt, 
Mocnik, & Zipf, 2018), as contributions to social media are theorised to 
capture informal knowledge that represents a place-based understand-
ing of geography (Goodchild & Li, 2011; Sui & Goodchild, 2011). In the 
context of language, this place-based knowledge is generated through 
‘vernacular geography’, which describes the natural language used 
when informally describing geographic locations (Gao et al., 2017; 
Goodchild & Li, 2011; Hollenstein, 2008; Waters & Evans, 2003). This 
informal knowledge incorporates biases regarding locations, better 
representing human perceptions of geography, compared with formal 
administrative definitions. In this sense, associations of geography 
drawn from social media capture place through a ‘bottom-up’ approach, 
building knowledge through experience rather than administrative 
formalisations (Agnew, 2005; Sui & Goodchild, 2011). While many 
works have considered the formalisation of place through geotagged 
social media data, few have considered how the semantic properties of 

text may reveal geographic heterogeneity between regions, generated 
directly through vernacular geography. The components of vernacular 
geography are closely coupled with the identity of regions, where cul-
ture, topics, and general perceptions are captured through the language 
associated with locational mentions in text (Buttimer, 2015; Paasi, 
2003). 

A multitude of works have considered the geographic variation in 
geotagged social media text (Arthur & Williams, 2019; Doyle, 2014; 
Eisenstein, O’Connor, Smith, & Xing, 2014; Gonçalves & Sánchez, 2014; 
Huang, Guo, Kasakoff, & Grieve, 2016; Pérez, Aleman, Kalinowski, & 
Gravano, 2019; Russ, 2012), focussing primarily on how dialect varia-
tion is captured through differences in the vocabulary (lexicons) of 
contributors over geographic space. For example, Tweet lexicons origi-
nating in the North East of England are noticeably different compared 
with the South (Arthur & Williams, 2019). While dialects do demon-
strate geographic heterogeneity, they only present one component of 
language that may exhibit geographic variation and do not directly 
contribute properties associated with vernacular geography. This limi-
tation stems primarily from the reliance of these works on geotagged 
social media, where the textual content rarely relates to the geotagged 
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location (Kropczynski et al., 2018), meaning dialects are the only 
explainable trait that results in geographic heterogeneity. 

In our work, we instead consider the ability to compare the 
geographic variation in semantic information relating to locational 
mentions embedded directly within social media text. This approach 
means that instead of solely focussing on dialects, our work captures 
language directly associated with locations, contributed by the vernac-
ular geography of users. While lexical approaches explore the vocabu-
lary of a language, we instead generate sentence embeddings using new 
developments in natural language processing, which generate contex-
tual semantic representations of text, using a large language model 
(Devlin, Chang, Lee, & Toutanova, 2019; Hu et al., 2020). These em-
beddings are therefore able to distinguish between nuanced differences 
in how locations are discussed, building representations of words that 
incorporate their surrounding context, and utilising human knowledge 
learned by the large language model. Notably, unlike lexicons, embed-
dings associated with unique words generated by a large language 
model have different representations, depending on their surrounding 
context. This is particularly important in our use-case, where general 
topics like ‘restaurants’ are frequently discussed in location forums, but 
differences in the way they are discussed is influenced by the distinctive 
culture of each location. 

We name these representations the ‘semantic footprints’ of locations; 
capturing semantic traces relating to locations, contributed by in-
dividuals through a subset of their digital footprints (Walden-Schreiner, 
Leung, & Tateosian, 2018). We then analyse these semantic footprints, 
to determine whether they form geographically cohesive clusters, 
through an analysis of their spatial autocorrelation. We then investigate 
whether observed clusters of semantic footprints correspond with 
associated national identities. To achieve this, we utilise the emergent 
properties of large language models (LLMs), where a task known as zero- 
shot classification enables models to assign labels to text, without any 
annotated training data. We query an LLM to attribute a specific sub- 
nationality within the United Kingdom to each of our comments and 
explore whether the varying strength of these nationalities correlate 
with differences in our semantic footprints. 

Section 2 first gives an overview of work exploring semantic varia-
tion in social media text, regional identities, and how our approach 
differs to related work. Section 3 describes our data, then outlines the 
processing used to generate semantic footprints and describes our 
geographic analysis of these footprints. Section 4 presents our results 
and Section 5 concludes with suggestions for future work. 

2. Geographic variation in social media text 

While formal geographic regions within Great Britain are typically 
designed for administrative and political purposes, they are non- 
restrictive in how populations can move between them. The level of 
geographic cohesion between regions across Great Britain is often 
studied from the context of mobility, where data sources like Census or 
transport records describe the physical movement of populations and 
individuals across geographic space (Rae, 2009; Titheridge, Achuthan, 
Mackett, & Solomon, 2009), or through non-physical networks using 
phone records (Lambiotte et al., 2008; Reades, Calabrese, & Ratti, 2009; 
Sobolevsky et al., 2013; Y. Zheng, 2015), and social media (Arthur & 
Williams, 2019; Lengyel, Varga, Ságvári, Jakobi, & Kertész, 2015; Sui & 
Goodchild, 2011). When these networks are examined, cohesive clusters 
develop, which broadly appear to correlate with administrative 
boundaries (Arthur & Williams, 2019; Ratti et al., 2010). 

Alternatively, many works have taken advantage of the abundance of 
geotagged social media text, to examine regional differences in dialects 
(Arthur & Williams, 2019; Doyle, 2014; Eisenstein et al., 2014; Gon-
çalves & Sánchez, 2014; Han, Cook, & Baldwin, 2012; Huang et al., 
2016; Russ, 2012; Zheng, Han, & Sun, 2018). Many of these works have 
noted that, like online or physical networks, geographically cohesive 
properties emerge, which appear to correlate with administrative 

boundaries (Arthur & Williams, 2019; Eisenstein et al., 2014; Gonçalves 
& Sánchez, 2014; Huang et al., 2016). These results conform with the 
idea that dialects are an important component in the identity of regions 
(Haesly, 2005; Llamas, 2009; Llamas & Watt, 2014). Despite this, di-
alects only present a single component of language that contributes to a 
sense of geographic identity between regions (Haesly, 2005; Middleton 
& Freestone, 2008), ignoring the wealth of vernacular geography that 
may also be captured in text (Berragan, Singleton, Calafiore, & Morley, 
2023;Evans & Waters, 2007; Sui & Goodchild, 2011). 

Studies that consider dialect variation in social media text only 
consider geotags to be a geographically relatable feature of this data 
source. Given social media communication comprises a broad range of 
topics that do not necessarily relate to locational discussion, these 
geotags and associated text are unlikely to be directly related. Any 
observed regional variation is therefore only attributable to the dialect 
of the contributing author, with the assumption that the author is a 
resident in the geotagged location. In contrast to this approach, loca-
tional mentions embedded directly within text present an alternative 
method to explore how the language regarding locations varies 
geographically. Place names embedded within text directly can also be 
related with the surrounding context of their use, capturing the 
vernacular geography of contributing users (Evans & Waters, 2007; Sui 
& Goodchild, 2011). Lexicons associated with locations identified in this 
manner therefore incorporate a broad range of topics, associations, and 
cultural information, rather than solely dialects, more broadly capturing 
the components of language that contribute to the identity of locations 
(Haesly, 2005). In our work, we therefore extract place names from a 
collection of UK specific comments taken from the social media website 
Reddit, where coordinate information was attributed to comments 
through a process called geoparsing (Purves et al., 2019), allowing for us 
to explore the geographic heterogeneity of text associated with identi-
fied locations. 

While past works have primarily considered the statistical compar-
ison between location-based lexicons, where word counts are associated 
with aggregate regions generated through geotagged Tweets, this 
approach is limited when considering the more nuanced semantic var-
iations in vernacular geography. Recent progress in natural language 
processing have led to the development of large language models (LLMs) 
which are able to capture deep contextual semantic information from 
text, through sentence and word embeddings (Devlin et al., 2019). Un-
like a lexical approach, where word order and semantic information is 
not captured, these embeddings act as numerical representations of text 
which incorporate contextual semantic information in depth. Embed-
dings that are more semantically similar are closer together in their 
embedding space, meaning, like lexicons, these embeddings may be 
statistically compared. We therefore generate sentence embeddings for 
each geoparsed comment in our corpus, which are then aggregated by 
location, forming what we call a semantic footprint. These footprints 
represent the collective geographic knowledge of each individual user in 
our corpus, built through their vernacular geography, capturing 
informal, place-based information through their perception of discussed 
locations (Goodchild & Li, 2011; Sui & Goodchild, 2011). 

In this work, we generate a new comparative measure between re-
gions in the UK through an examination of text associated with loca-
tions, extracted from comments on the social media website Reddit. 
While past work has examined variation between regions from the 
perspective of social media networks, or by examining lexicons associ-
ated with geotagged social media messages, we examine regional vari-
ations derived from geoparsed embeddings generated from a large 
language model. Unlike using geotags, which ascribe linguistic features 
such as dialect to specific locations, our method instead captures any 
comment that mentions a location alongside its semantic context. 
Quantified information therefore does not reflect dialects associated 
with locations, but common semantic associations, embedding cultural 
information, or location-specific topics and opinions. Given users 
mentioning locations are not necessarily residents, these semantic 
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associations represent a collective informal geographic knowledge 
generated through the vernacular geography of people across the UK, 
embedding their general semantic footprint. 

3. Methodology 

The following section first introduces our main data source; the so-
cial media website Reddit, from which we access a collection of geo-
parsed user-submitted comments. Following this, we detail our 
methodology for generating semantic footprints from each of these 
comments, and how we analyse the geographic properties of these 
footprints. 

3.1. Data 

Reddit is a public discussion, news aggregation social network, and 
among the top 20 most visited websites in the United Kingdom. In 2020, 
Reddit had around 430 million active monthly users, comparable to the 
number of Twitter1 users (Murphy, 2019; Statista, 2022). Reddit is 
divided into separate independent subreddits each with specific topics of 
discussion, where users may submit posts which each have dedicated 
nested conversation threads that users can add comments to. Subreddits 
cover a wide range of topics, and in the interest of geography, they also 
act as forums for the discussion of local places. The United Kingdom 
subreddit acts as a general hub for related topics, notably including a list 
of smaller and more specific related subreddits. This list provides a 
‘Places’ section, a collection of local British subreddits, ranging in scale 
from country (/r/England), region (/r/thenorth, /r/Teeside), to 
cities (/r/Manchester) and small towns (/r/Alnwick). In total there 
are 213 subreddits that relate to ‘places’ within the United Kingdom.2 

We use the corpus generated by Berragan et al. (2023), which consists of 
a collection of all Reddit comments taken from each UK related sub-
reddit (Baumgartner, Zannettou, Keegan, Squire, & Blackburn, 2020), 
with place names identified by a custom transformer-based named en-
tity recognition model.3 In total 8,282,331 comments were extracted, 
submitted by 490,535 unique users, between 2011 and 01-01 and 2022- 
04-17. Table gives an example entry from this geoparsed Reddit corpus. 

There are a total of 40,429 unique locations in this corpus, with a 
highly skewed distribution in mentions. Many locations were only 
mentioned a single time (37%), while ‘London’ was mentioned in 
283,521 comments. To reduce this skew, we sampled any location 
mentioned >5000 times, retaining only up to 5000 randomly sampled 
comments per location. The goal with this processing was to ensure that 
our generated embeddings did not simply become biased towards the 
word embedding for a single location, and instead capture a broader 
sense of an aggregate region. In our data subset, we find that 1% of users 
(1734) mention 29% of our place names. This subset leaves a total of 
852,461 comments containing place names. Comments range from 1 to 
3555 words in length, with a mean length of 79. Table gives an overview 
of the number of comments, word count and number of places that were 
identified within each administrative region of the UK. 

3.2. Generating and analysing geographic footprints 

Statistical comparisons between two or more distinct texts first relies 
on an appropriate method for processing the text into a numerical 
format. Typically, a Term Frequency-Inverse Document Frequency (TF- 
IDF) approach is used to generate document embeddings (Daniel & 
James, 2007), which assigns word importance based on the frequency of 
mentions within a corpus. TF-IDF however does not have the capability 
to capture broader semantic information, given that there is no 

knowledge of the meaning behind words. Large Language Models 
(LLMs) instead are pre-trained on a very large corpus of natural lan-
guage text, which, alongside their architecture, enables them to more 
appropriately consider semantic information (Devlin et al., 2019). As 
with TF-IDF, text is input into these models and output as a numerical 
representation, which embeds words as high dimensional vectors, 
capturing contextual semantic information. 

This approach differs from past work that only considered a lexical 
analysis, where semantic information and context is not preserved, 
instead building vectors that act as semantic representations of locations 
identified in our corpus, which we name ‘semantic footprints’. Given 
semantic information is preserved, locational embeddings are able to 
reflect the deeper associations between geographic locations, built from 
a multitude of contexts and perspectives, forming an aggregate repre-
sentation. Any geographically cohesive relationships between footprints 
therefore demonstrate a direct association between geography and 
language, which hasn’t been captured previously. 

Once we generate these footprints we first explore how they produce 
emerging spatial structures from the bottom-up, generating clusters of 
small-scale geographic units to capture larger scale aggregations based 
on semantic information. In this analysis we find that our generated 
spatial structures broadly conform with larger scale administrative ag-
gregations. We therefore then consider a top-down approach, using 
these larger administrative regions to generate a comparative analysis of 
aggregate footprints. To derive explainable characteristics of observed 
differences between these regions, we observe how national identities 
can be captured through text, and how these identities vary 
geographically. 

3.3. Creating embeddings 

We first create semantic embeddings for each comment in which a 
location was mentioned, using the sentence-transformers Python 
library (Reimers & Gurevych, 2019), with the all-mpnet-base-v2 
model.4 With our selected embedding model, we then performed the 
following steps to generate embeddings for each Local Authority District 
(LAD) in Great Britain.  

1. Masked any place name with a generic token: ‘PLACE’ (using place 
name text spans included in the corpus).  

2. Generate sentence embeddings for each comment.  
3. Group embeddings by LAD using identified locations, and mean- 

pooling. 

To visualise the outputs from this processing we consider an example 
comment s1 = ˝I live in London.˝, shown on Eq. (1). 

1.
si =’I live in London’

↓
si =’I live in PLACE’

2.si→

⎡

⎢
⎢
⎣

x1
x2
⋮
xn

⎤

⎥
⎥
⎦

3.LADj =

⎡

⎢
⎢
⎣

x1,1 x1,2 ⋯ x1,t
x2,1 x2,2 ⋯ x2,t
⋮ ⋮ ⋱ ⋮

xn,1 xn,2 ⋯ xn,t

⎤

⎥
⎥
⎦→

⎡

⎢
⎢
⎣

x1
x2
⋮
xn

⎤

⎥
⎥
⎦

(1) 

In Eq. (1), n is the sentence-transformers embedding dimen-
sion (768), and t is the total number of unique comments that relate to 
locations within a single LAD region (LADj). Values (xi) in step 2. are 
model weights that represent the embedding for the comment si, 
capturing semantic information. Fig. 1 demonstrates this process 
visually. 

Given each LAD has a variable number of comments associated with 
1 Now known as X  
2 https://www.reddit.com/r/unitedkingdom/wiki/british_subreddits  
3 Berragan et al. (2023) 4 https://huggingface.co/sentence-transformers/all-mpnet-base-v2 
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them, we process associated embeddings into a ‘semantic footprint’ 
representation of a fixed size, so that they may be directly compared. To 
achieve this, all embeddings associated with comments relating to lo-
cations within a LADj are processed into a one-dimension vector of size 
1× 768. The most common approach for this dimensionality reduction 
uses ‘mean-pooling’; taking the mean across all embeddings, which is 
common in tasks like topic analysis (Reimers & Gurevych, 2019). 

Place name spans provided by our corpus include all names identi-
fied as place names by the corpus, regardless of whether they are 
geographically grounded, meaning points of interest like restaurants, or 
shop names are also excluded from our embeddings. By masking place 
names, we ensure that no comment embeddings accidentally incorpo-
rate geographically grounded information. For example, comments in 
South Eastern local authorities are likely to frequently mention London, 
given they are geographically proximal. Embeddings for these locations 
would therefore capture an association through the mention of London, 
rather than general semantic information. For our work, we want to 
exclude any geographic information, ensuring that embeddings solely 
capture semantic associations. 

Given that transformers are a relatively new architecture in natural 
language processing, and the creation of these models require significant 
computational resources and training time, their use to date has been 
limited in related research. Our choice to use the transformer architec-
ture stems from the emphasis we place on the extraction of nuanced and 
contextual semantic information, which is lost with lexical count-based 
methods like TF-IDF. It should be noted however that while TF-IDF 
methods are less complex, they are typically more interpretable; for 
instance, words that contribute importance to an embedding may be 
extracted from a TF-IDF model. The numerical representations of any 
text generated by transformers are not directly interpretable in this 
manner. The following section therefore analyses our semantic foot-
prints with respect to their numerical representations, rather than 
through their lexicons. 

3.4. Spatial clustering and autocorrelation 

It is reasonable to assume that there are LADs within our corpora that 
generate embeddings that capture similar semantic properties. A typical 
method to group unlabelled multi-variate data based on shared prop-
erties uses unsupervised clustering (Likas, Vlassis, Verbeek, & J., 2003; 
Sinaga & Yang, 2020). Therefore, to explore whether geographically 
cohesive clusters appear within our semantic embeddings, we generate 
hierarchical clusters, which are non-geographically bounded, using 
agglomerative clustering. This clustering method automatically deter-
mined the optimal number of clusters to be three, using distance 

threshold of zero. These clusters were visualised geographically, to 
examine whether geographically cohesive groupings occurred. The 
proportion of clusters present within each administrative region (RGN)5 

in Great Britain was also plotted to determine whether clusters appeared 
to correlate with administrative boundaries. 

To quantify the level of spatial autocorrelation that our embeddings 
exhibit, we consider the Moran’s I metric, which identifies the spatial 
relationship between each observation and its geographic neighbours 
(Anselin, 1995; Rey, Arribas-Bel, & Wolf, 2023). Moran’s I values are 
generated based on the strength of correlation between values and the 
aggregate values of their geographic neighbours, known as their spatial 
lag. Higher Moran’s I values therefore denote a stronger spatial auto-
correlation. Given that Moran’s I analysis requires univariate data, we 
explore global spatial autocorrelation of our semantic footprints 
decomposed into two dimensions using ‘Uniform Manifold Approxima-
tion and Projection’ (UMAP) (McInnes, Healy, & Melville, 2020), and 
plot both dimensions against their spatial lag, giving two distinct global 
Moran’s I values. UMAP is selected over alternative algorithms like t- 
distributed Stochastic Neighbor Embedding (t-SNE) as it has been found 
to outperform t-SNE for downstream tasks, and is capable of preserving 
the global structure of the data (Allaoui, Kherfi, & Cheriet, 2020; 
McInnes et al., 2020). 

We then consider how localised levels of high spatial autocorrelation 
may be identified through a Local Indicators of Spatial Autocorrelation 
(LISA) analysis. Instead of single global values, LISA analysis determines 
whether each unique LAD polygon exhibits a statistically significant 
level of spatial autocorrelation, and assigns a local Moran’s I value for 
each. 

It is important to note that the magnitude of our embeddings do not 
convey any definable information, values therefore only highlight dif-
ferences in semantic information between regions, rather than impor-
tance. For example, an embedding value of 0 is not less important than a 
value of 1 or − 1. 

3.5. Semantic similarity 

Following our analysis of LAD semantic footprints, we explore our 
semantic footprints from a top-down perspective, aggregating LADs into 
established large-scale RGNs across Great Britain, taking the mean of the 
collective semantic footprints. Each RGN is therefore represented by a 
single 768 dimension semantic footprint embedding. We then calculate 

Fig. 1. Workflow diagram showing Reddit Corpus processed into sentence embeddings, then aggregated into location and LAD semantic footprints.  

5 The highest tier of sub-national division in England. For Scotland and Wales 
we use the full national extents. 
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the cosine similarity between each RGN embedding, demonstrating the 
level of inter-region semantic cohesion across Great Britain. Eq. (2) 
shows how the cosine similarity is calculated; the angle between two 
non-zero vectors determined through their dot product, divided by the 
product of their lengths. 

Cosine(x, y) =
x⋅y
|x||y|

(2) 

Cosine similarity is a common metric for comparing embeddings, as 
it is invariant to the magnitude of the vectors, and only considers the 
direction. This is required as the magnitude of embeddings is not 
meaningful, and only the direction of the vector conveys information. 
For example, the embedding for the ‘South East’ cannot be twice as 
important as the embedding for the ‘North West’. 

3.6. Capturing national identities through text 

To generate explainable characteristics of any geographically 
distinct semantic footprints generated in our analysis, we consider how a 
language model associates national identities with the semantic prop-
erties of text. In our approach we mirror qualitative data collection 
methodologies in political science research, where individuals are 
typically queried their chosen national identity (Griffiths, 2022; Haesly, 
2005); instead generating the categorisations of comments by querying 
a large language model (LLM). 

LLMs are pre-trained on a large corpus of natural language text, 
building representations of this text that emulate a human understand-
ing of language. The underlying theory is that these representations 
capture the collective knowledge of humans that contributed the natural 
language text used to build them. Therefore, in addition to factual in-
formation, when posed with non-deterministic questioning, these 
models are able to contribute the biased information that is incorporated 
into their model weights. 

Recent research has noted on the ability to perform zero-shot clas-
sification using LLMs, where class predictions may be made without the 
model ever having previously seen the labels (Wei et al., 2022; Wei 
et al., 2022). While research has considered the use of questionnaires to 
query the strength of national identities within the UK (Griffiths, 2022; 
Haesly, 2005), an LLM may instead be used. For example, an LLM may 
be questioned whether it personally feels a sequence of text appears to 
be ‘British’, ‘English’, ‘Scottish’, or ‘Welsh’. Through this zero-shot 
classification, we are able to determine the strength of national iden-
tity associated with each region in our work, to examine whether this 
appears to correlate with any cohesion between the semantic footprints 
that we generate. Importantly, we are also able to generate confidence 
values from the chosen LLM, allowing for the strength of these national 
identities to be captured. 

Semantic information within our comments is expected to capture 
both explicit information contributed by users; for example stating 
‘London is a British city’, in addition to implicit semantic information 
that exists within language. For example the phrase ‘bonnie Scotland’ 
may suggest a strong identity due to the inclusion of Scottish slang.6 

Unlike our semantic footprints, we do not mask place name mentions in 
these embeddings, enabling the model to make its own decisions 
regarding place name mentions. 

To identify regional identities through semantic information, we 
build on the emergent properties of large language models, which 
enable a task known as ‘Zero-Shot Classification’. This allows models to 
predict a class that was not seen during training, by generating a prompt 
that contains the labels required. For this task we select the typeform/ 
distilbert-base-uncased-mnli model,7 which is tailored to-
wards zero-shot classification, therefore generating slightly different 

embeddings compared with those used for our semantic footprints. For 
our task the following gives an example prompt with a portion of a 
comment taken from our corpus, where the Scottish colloquial slang 
‘gonnae’ is used: 

Classify the following input text into one of the 

following four categories: 

[British, English, Scottish, Welsh] 

Input Text: My favourite was in Livingston: ‘Rab, I’m 
gonnae find you.’ 

The output would then be given as a sequence of confidence values 
for each label: 

‘labels’: [‘Scottish’, ‘British’, ‘Welsh’, ‘English’] 
‘scores’: [0.761, 0.144, 0.052, 0.043]. 

4. Results 

Fig. 2(a) shows clusters of each 363 LAD transformer embeddings, 
UMAP decomposed into two dimensions, indicating embeddings that 
share similar semantic properties. These clusters appear to broadly 
correlate with three distinct regions within Great Britain, where cluster 
0 most closely identifies with England, 1 with London and surrounding 
areas, and 2 with Scotland and Wales (Fig. 2(b-c)). The few areas that 
appear as cluster 0 in Wales and Scotland are major urban centres like 
Cardiff, Glasgow, and Edinburgh. Overall these clusters appear to be 
geographically restricted, and even broadly conform with administra-
tive regions like the Welsh and Scottish borders. 

These findings appear to share similarities with past work that has 
observed strong ‘boundary effects’, where lexical similarity between 
geotagged Tweets often correlates with administrative boundaries 
(Arthur & Williams, 2019; Bailey, Cao, Kuchler, Stroebel, & Wong, 
2018; Li et al., 2021; Yin, Kann, Yu, & Schütze, 2017). Our embeddings 
also exhibit the general geographically coherent patterns that have been 
observed in geographical lexical variations in social media (Arthur & 
Williams, 2019; Doyle, 2014; Eisenstein et al., 2014; Gonçalves & 
Sánchez, 2014; Huang et al., 2016; Pérez et al., 2019; Russ, 2012). 
Notably, unlike dialects, where a geographic component is expected, the 
geographic association of our general semantic embeddings has not been 
demonstrated in past work. Results therefore demonstrate that despite 
no pre-existing geographic information like geotags or place names, 
general text associated with locations appears to embed a geographic 
component. The distinct change in clusters at the borders of Scotland 
and Wales conforms with our hypothesis that the vernacular geography 
that exists within social media text embeds components that contribute 
to the strength of national identities (Haesly, 2005). 

As noted however, major cities in Wales and Scotland Glasgow, 
Edinburgh and Cardiff share a cluster with English LADs rather than 
their respective country, suggesting that these locations are more 
semantically connected with the rest of Great Britain. This observation 
mirrors the results of work that considered co-occurring locational 
mentions between cities, where shared city mentions in text often 
appear irrespective of distance, and across administrative borders 
[anonymised]. This deviation from the relative semantic isolation of 
Scotland and Wales from England appears to be reflective of the nature 
of major cities, given they tend to share stronger physical geographic 
connections across a larger geographic scope, and more influential 
cultural connections compared with rural areas, captured in our work 
through shared semantic traits with the cluster associated with England. 

Cluster 1 presents in areas surrounding London and suggests 
distinctiveness of this region relative to the rest of Great Britain. This is 
interesting given London’s extensive connectivity relative to the rest of 
the country, and the general sense of strong association with other cities, 
given it is the capital city [anonymised]. Our results therefore suggest 
that despite London’s importance nationally, semantic information is 
able to capture a deeper context that dissociates it from other regions. 
This effect may be due to factors unique to London, for example its 
prominence globally, influencing both tourism and business external to 

6 See ‘Scottish English’ or ‘Scots’; (Stuart-Smith, 2008)  
7 https://huggingface.co/typeform/distilbert-base-uncased-mnli 
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the United Kingdom, which alter the cultural landscape of the city. The 
isolated characteristics of London are particularly observable through its 
economic differences, where high costs of living have generated the 
need for a ‘London weighting’8 of salaries (Hirsch, 2016). 

The following section formalises the level of geographic coherence 
that the embeddings exhibit, and highlights the key locations that drive 
the relationship between text and geography. 

4.1. Moran’s I analysis 

To quantify whether our embeddings demonstrate spatial autocor-
relation, we consider the Moran’s I metric, which identifies the spatial 
relationship between each observation and its geographic neighbours 
(Anselin, 1995). Given that this analysis requires univariate data, we 
explore global spatial autocorrelation of our UMAP decomposed em-
beddings, computing the spatial lag for both dimensions. On Fig. 3, we 
plot both values for each LAD semantic footprint in Great Britain, 

against the spatial lag of these values. A higher correlation between the 
semantic footprints values and their spatial lag indicates a stronger level 
of global spatial autocorrelation, resulting in a higher Moran’s I value. 
Fig. 3 shows a positive correlation between the PCA decomposed 
embedding values and their spatial lag, resulting in Moran’s I values of 
0.31 and 0.39. This indicates a reasonably strong spatial autocorrelation 
with both embedding dimensions, confirming that semantic footprints 
are typically more similar between nearby locations. While the Moran’s I 
values for both dimensions are similar, their cosine similarity is negative 
(− 0.11), meaning these two decomposed dimensions capture distinctly 
different semantic traits. 

While spatially coherent results have been demonstrated from the 
perspective of dialects on social media (Arthur & Williams, 2019; Doyle, 
2014; Eisenstein et al., 2014; Gonçalves & Sánchez, 2014; Huang et al., 
2016; Pérez et al., 2019; Russ, 2012), we have demonstrated that this 
phenomenon can also be captured from general semantic information. 
Notably, while dialects have always been considered to have strong 
geographical grounding (Trudgill, 2004), it is more surprising that 
general semantic information regarding locations similarly exhibits this 
relationship. 

Fig. 2. Semantic footprints associated with 363 LAD corpora, coloured by hierarchical agglomerative clusters where K = 3. (a) LAD footprints UMAP decomposed 
into two dimensions. (b) Proportion of LADs within clusters by RGN. (c) Geographic location of LAD clusters. 

8 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/London_weighting 
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To explore local indicators of spatial autocorrelation (LISA) we plot 
each decomposed embedding on Fig. 4(a/d), each local Moran’s I value 
on (b/e) and all significant (p < 0.05) HH and LL LISA quadrants on (c/ 
f). Note that only selecting significant p values on Fig. 4(c/f) ensures that 
no regions are included that have values that could demonstrate auto-
correlation even if randomly distributed geographically. From Fig. 4(c/ 
f), we can see that notable large areas with significant levels of spatial 
correlation include;  

• Scotland  
• Wales  
• London and surrounding LADs  
• the South West; towards Cornwall 

As demonstrated by the low cosine similarity between our UMAP 
embeddings, they appear to capture distinctly different semantic infor-
mation. London for example only appears in dimension 0, while 
dimension 1 captures broader spatial autocorrelation across Scotland 
and Wales. In Scotland we can see that from both LISAs, Glasgow and 
Edinburgh represent areas of HL/LH, where semantic information in 
these cities is not the same as surrounding LADs, an effect that is also 
captured in some LADs surrounding London. England overall appears to 
be a less semantically cohesive country based on this analysis, where 
most LADs do not contribute significant levels of spatial autocorrelation. 

These results again demonstrate geographic cohesion between se-
mantic footprints, which notably appear to correspond with the national 
boundaries of Wales and Scotland. This mirrors the observations of past 
work where dialect differences appeared to correlate with administra-
tive boundaries (Arthur & Williams, 2019; Bailey et al., 2018; Li et al., 
2021; Yin et al., 2017). In addition to Wales and Scotland, we have also 
identified a notable grouping in the South West, which potentially re-
flects the Cornish identity (Deacon, 2007), as well as a grouping asso-
ciated with London. 

4.2. Semantic similarity and identity 

Given the regions highlighted as having strong spatial autocorrela-
tion in their semantic footprints appear to broadly conform with the 
administrative regions of Wales, Scotland, and London, we examine 

these footprints from a top-down analysis using pre-defined larger scale 
aggregations. 

Fig. 5 compares the cosine similarity between each RGN embedding, 
allowing for inter-regional cohesion to be explored. The North West has 
the overall highest level of cosine similarity, displaying comparatively 
high similarity with most regions across England, excluding London. 
London has the lowest overall similarity, only sharing positive cosine 
similarity values with the South and South East of England. As expected, 
Scotland and Wales have low overall cosine similarity values, with 
Wales sharing even lower similarity with respect to London and the 
South East compared with Scotland. Mean values show clearly that the 
least cohesive regions appear to be London, Wales, and Scotland, three 
regions that are also those with the strongest levels of spatial 
autocorrelation. 

Excluding London, the North East is the region in England with the 
lowest overall cosine similarity with the rest of Great Britain. This is 
perhaps reflective of distinct differences with this region, for example 
the distinctly lower gross value added (GVA) compared with other re-
gions (Fenton, 2018), or the general sense of strong identity that is often 
noted by residents (Middleton & Freestone, 2008). Alternatively, the 
North West is home to nationally influential urban conurbations, espe-
cially between Manchester and Liverpool (Oguz & Walton, 2022), likely 
generating the highest overall semantic similarity of this region 
compared with the rest of the UK. Comparatively, the East of England, 
South East and London are neighbouring regions that share high simi-
larities with each other, but exhibit low similarity with the rest of Great 
Britain, suggesting there are semantic components that distinguish this 
region of the country from the rest. There is a slightly higher mean 
similarity with respect to Scotland compared with Wales, due to higher 
similarities with regions in England, like the North West and South East. 
Major urban centres in Scotland are relatively well connected to Great 
Britain through rail routes, and Edinburgh and Glasgow are historically 
important UK cities, captured by their distinct difference in embedding 
values during the spatial autocorrelation analysis. This factor likely in-
creases the cosine similarity of Scotland with regions in England, while 
Wales in this sense is less directly associated with the rest of the UK. 

To determine whether regional identities generated by a large lan-
guage model align with these semantically isolated regions in our 
analysis, we plot the distribution of regional identities identified 

Fig. 3. Moran’s I Plot: LAD embeddings decomposed into 2 dimensions and standardised against their spatial lag.  
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through our zero-shot classification on Fig. 6. 
Across each region, the ‘English’ identity is always lower than 

‘British’, suggesting that regions within England are typically more 
strongly associated with the United Kingdom9 than solely England. 
Unlike English regions however, comments relating to both Scottish and 
Welsh locations are more strongly associated with their respective na-
tionalities. However, comments relating to Welsh locations appear on 
average to have stronger confidence values with respect to the British 
classification, compared with Scottish locations. Similar observations 
have been captured from qualitative interviewing, where Welsh resi-
dents similarly appear to more strongly associate themselves with the 
British identity, compared with Scottish residents (Carman, Johns, & 
Mitchell, 2014; Haesly, 2005; Llamas, 2009; Llamas & Watt, 2014). Of 
the English regions, London has a distinctly higher average confidence 

value of both British and English identities compared with all other re-
gions. Notably given the semantic footprints for Scotland, Wales, and 
London also have the lowest overall cosine similarity values, these dif-
ferences in generated identity compared with other regions are a likely 
component in their semantic differences. 

4.3. General observations 

Unlike typical representations of the North-South divide within En-
gland (Jewell, 1994), semantic differences appear to be influenced pri-
marily by proximity to London. Unlike typical representations of this 
divide, the South West of England therefore appears to be distinct from 
the South East, with a stronger association with the North. South Eastern 
regions however do share lower similarity to the Midlands and North of 
England, which conforms with a typical view of the English North-South 
divide. 

In a similar sense, Scotland and Wales demonstrate distinctly more 
cohesive semantic properties compared with England, exhibiting high 
spatial autocorrelation, like London. In traditional linguistic research, 

Fig. 4. Local Indicators of Spatial Auto-correlation (LISA). (a/d) 1 dimensional embedding values. (b/e) Local Moran’s I values (Is). (c/f) LISA HH and LL significant 
values (p < 0.05), both are included as the value of embeddings do not convey information. 

9 Note that despite etymologically relating to ‘Great Britain’, the term 
‘British’ refers to ‘belonging to or relating to the United Kingdom of Great 
Britain and Northern Ireland’ 
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Fig. 5. Scaled cosine similarity of embeddings for administrative regions across the UK. Higher values indicate greater cosine similarity. Regions shown in 
descending order by mean cosine similarity value. 
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the spoken dialect across England is known to vary considerably 
(Chambers & Trudgill, 1998; Deacon, 2007; Knowles, 1973; MacKenzie, 
Bailey, & Turton, 2022), which captures the distinct localised identities 
that exist across geographic space. In our analysis this is mirrored 
through the variation in semantic footprints for LADs across the UK, 
where spatial autocorrelation is generally low, and highly localised to 
regions like London. The high spatial autocorrelation within Wales and 
Scotland appears to capture the stronger sense of national identity that 
these constituent countries exhibit in our analysis, and is a common 
qualitative observation in political science research (Carman et al., 
2014; Haesly, 2005). 

As demonstrated in past work that has examined both physical and 
non-physical networks, our observed semantic information similarly 
appears to correlate with pre-defined administrative boundaries, 
particularly the national boundaries of Scotland and Wales (Arthur & 
Williams, 2019; Bailey et al., 2018; Li et al., 2021; Yin et al., 2017). The 
distinct difference in footprints between each constituent country in the 
UK conforms with the idea that vernacular geography captures a sense of 
identity, given our zero-shot classification demonstrates distinct na-
tionalities between Scotland and Wales, unlike English regions where 
the generated national identity is typically considered British rather 
than English. Notably however, the slightly stronger British identity 
within Wales has been observed previously through qualitative inter-
viewing (Carman et al., 2014; Haesly, 2005), suggesting that even the 
nuanced properties of text appear to correlate with the true perceptions 
of individuals. It is also worth noting that, given that place names 
themselves are masked within our embeddings, these distinct differ-
ences are not simply the result of differences in place names. Welsh 
names are often derived from the Welsh language, and as such are often 
distinctly different compared with English place names, which may have 
influenced the results of past lexical work. 

Despite most locations across Scotland and Wales appearing 
disconnected with the rest of the UK, major cities like Glasgow and 
Edinburgh are more semantically similar, a distinction that was also 
observed when the distance decay of locational co-occurrences in text 
was examined [anonymised]. This suggests that these cities do appear to 
be typically more semantically connected with the UK, regardless of 
geographic distance and borders, while other locations typically share 

semantic properties within the same nation, captured through stronger 
spatial autocorrelation. 

Internal migration patterns within the UK are primarily influenced 
by family ties, rather than economic factors, employment, or education 
(Thomas, 2019). The observations made in our work demonstrate that 
this sense of belonging to regions influences the geographically cohesive 
nature of our semantic footprints. While populations have the ability to 
distribute evenly across geographic space, they are often reluctant to 
move far. Local inhabitants within regions develop an identity associ-
ated with their home region, traditionally captured in language through 
dialect variation, and demonstrated in our work through broader se-
mantic associations, which embed contextual meaning, incorporating 
the cultural variation of regions. 

5. Conclusions and future work 

Our paper demonstrates a new method to compare aggregate se-
mantic information for local authorities and regions within the UK, from 
Reddit comments that mention geoparsed locations, which we name 
semantic footprints. When examining the semantic footprints of each 
LAD in the UK, we find that geographically cohesive clusters appear, 
with significant levels of spatial autocorrelation. Clusters broadly 
conform with the national borders of Scotland and Wales, while London 
also appears to be semantically distinct from the rest of England. Our 
approach shows the extent to which vernacular geographies map to 
established national and regional boundaries of the UK. The bottom-up 
identities that emerge from the text appear to correspond with these 
politically defined boundaries in regions like Scotland, Wales and Lon-
don, providing a nuanced view of the way UK geographies may be 
represented; built from the vernacular geographies of social media users. 

Geoparsing methods contribute an additional geographic dimension 
to non-geotagged social media data, allowing for a much larger re-
pository of informal natural language geographic text to be used for 
research. Future work may consider the use of Reddit comment data to 
derive notable urban areas of interest (Chen, 2019). This area of 
research in particular would benefit from methodologies focussing on 
the extraction of fine-grained locations from text, which at present is a 
challenging task (J. Han et al., 2018). 

Fig. 6. Zero Shot classification of each corpus into regional identities; British (Green), English (Orange), Scottish (Blue), Welsh (Red). Values show mean confidence 
value across each comment, lines indicate standard error. Descending order by British confidence. The dashed line separates English regions from Scotland and 
Wales. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.) 
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